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As mobile's eclipse of desktop intensifies, some brands remain stuck behind the curve, according to an L2 report.

While some brands are privy to today's rapid changes and are implementing innovative marketing strategies, others
stay the course with outmoded practices. T he continuing decline of desktop is recalibrating consumer demands just
as brands were catching up, meaning it is time once again for brands to pivot and win over the impatient consumer.
"[One of the keys is] improving the mobile check out process by reducing friction and making it as easy to check out
as possible," said Evan Neufeld, Director of Intelligence at L2. "T his typically requires a redesign of the check out
process for mobile, vs. just porting the existing process from desktop as many do.
It's important to ensure the process is relatively consistent across mobile sites and apps if the brand in question has
both," he said. "Offering features such as expedited payment options (such as PayPal) and single-page checkout are
great examples of tactical feature decisions that produce the type of frictionless process we are talking about here.
"For brands that have cross platform (smartphone to desktop to offline) sales, initiating the check out process via
email sign-in is key to being able to track consumer consideration and purchase across various devices."
T he L2 Intelligence Report: Mobile 2016 examines 68 brands across four categories on mobile, analyzing best
practices to help brands achieve greater ROIs.
Behind the curve
In 2015, two-thirds of time spent on digital media was mobile, with applications alone accounting for half.
Consumers' mobile devices are also staples of the in-store shopping experience.
With beacons and digital wallets not reliably integrated into bricks-and-mortar stores, consumers are bringing their
own technology into the environment. Price and product comparisons take place on the consumers' phone,
enervating the shopping experience and driving consumers elsewhere.

Barneys' new Chelsea store has implemented beacon technology
A separate report released by DMI earlier this month discovered that 33 percent of shoppers regularly use a mobile
device while shopping in a store. Additionally, the lion's share of these shoppers would visit a store more often and
buy more if leading in-store mobile shopping tools were available (see story).
As more becomes available at the fingertips and retail democratizes, consumers are losing patience. Per L2, only 15
percent of shoppers say they will give a brand a second chance after a poor user experience.
T hese trends will only continue in the future. Mobile commerce growth is outpacing desktop ecommerce and
bricks-and-mortar sales by significant rates. In 2015, mobile commerce jumped by nearly a third compared to the
prior year.
While the rapid growth indicates the way of the future, it is far from too late for brands to adapt: last year, mobile
accounted for a mere 2 percent of overall retail sales.

Galeries Lafayette shopper
Despite the clear signs, few brands have eased the mobile purchase path. Single-page checkouts are rare: retail
brands require an average of 12.9 fields to be filled, beauty brands require 14.3 and fashion brands require 16.3.
Some brands have turned to PayPal to smooth checkout, but the custom fields still elongate the process.
Apple Pay has recently been adopted by Lane Crawford in China (see story), and Burberry and Cole Haan the latter
of which is highlighted for its check out process are among its supporters elsewhere, but luxury retailers lag behind
fast-fashion in this intuitive and effective upgrade.
Room to improve
Advertisers have been keen to ramp up ad spend on mobile, showcasing knowledge of the trend. Nevertheless,
some of the channels most ripe for driving mobile sales are underutilized.
For example, luxury brands are not taking advantage of WeChat's direct marketing capabilities, according to another
L2 report.
Brands in the fashion and watches and jewelry categories receive an average of 7,000 views per WeChat post, a

pittance against the 700 million monthly users. Rather than using WeChat in ways similar to Instagram, Facebook
and T witter, brands should take advantage of its one-to-one communication interface for CRM purposes, to
encourage loyalty or drive online-to-offline activity (see story).
In general, retail technology and consumer behavior are not yet in sync.
Retailers are currently in the investment and adoption phase of the future of retail, a plateau on which practices and
consumer behavior have yet to catch up with technology, according to a report by Walker Sands.
Walker Sands' third annual "Future of Retail 2016" study analyzes emerging retail technologies, placing an emphasis
on consumer reaction to these potential game-changers and how the adoption of such strategies will affect
spending habits. As to be expected, the technology leading retail's evolution is ecommerce, with nearly a third of
surveyed consumers shopping online at least once a week, a jump of 41 percent from 2014 (see story).
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